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when namesake refers to something or someone who is named after
something or someone else the second recipient of a name is usually said
to be the namesake of the first this usage usually refers to humans
named after other humans but current usage also allows things to be or
have namesakes summaries american born gogol the son of indian
immigrants wants to fit in among his fellow new yorkers despite his
family s unwillingness to let go of their traditional ways the namesake
the latest movie from filmmaker mira nair uses the immigrant experience
to explore the meaning of identity based on the best selling novel by
jhumpa lahiri the film follows a the namesake directed by mira nair with
kal penn tabu irrfan khan jacinda barrett american born gogol the son of
indian immigrants wants to fit in among his fellow new yorkers despite
his family s unwillingness to let go of their traditional ways the
namesake is mira nair s ninth feature and i suspect the one closest to
her heart it tells the story of a young couple who have an arranged
marriage in calcutta and move to new york where they discover each other
and their new country and have two children then the story shifts to
center on their son while keeping them in the picture feb 3 2020 after
moving from calcutta to new york members of the ganguli family maintain
a delicate balancing act between honoring the traditions of their native
india and blending into american definition of namesake noun in oxford
advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example
sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more the namesake is a
poignant coming of age story this heartwarming film follows the journey
of gogol ganguli a young indian american man as he navigates the
complexities of his cultural heritage and personal identity mira nair
carefully adapted the novel into a screenplay the britannica dictionary
namesake 1 entries found namesake noun namesake ˈ neɪmˌseɪk noun plural
namesakes britannica dictionary definition of namesake count someone or
something that has the same name as another person or thing how much did
president george h w bush influence his son and namesake george w bush
ˈneɪmseɪk naym sayk u s english ˈneɪmˌseɪk naym sayk see pronunciation
where does the word namesake come from earliest known use mid 1600s
namesake is formed within english by compounding etymons name n sake n 1
see etymology nearby entries namely adv a1200 name mamma n 1893 name
mother n c1890 name part n 1894 a person or thing with the same name as
another person or thing definition of namesake from the cambridge
academic content dictionary cambridge university press examples of
namesake namesake check out the slideshow below to see the famous
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namesakes of 26 notorious diseases a namesake is a person named after
another person in general a thing such as a company place ship building
or idea named after a person or thing that first had the name noun
ˈneɪmseɪk a person or thing that has the same name as someone or
something else unlike his more famous namesake this richard nixon has
little interest in politics definitions on the go look up any word in
the dictionary offline anytime anywhere with the oxford advanced learner
s dictionary app the meaning of namesake is one that has the same name
as another especially one who is named after another or for whom another
is named how to use namesake in a sentence when namesake refers to
something or someone who is named after something or someone else the
second recipient of a name is usually said to be the namesake of the
first this usage usually refers to humans named after other humans 3 4
but current usage also allows things to be or have namesakes a namesake
is a person or thing that has the same name as another or that is named
after another namesake may also refer to the namesake short story by
willa cather the namesake children s book by c walter hodges the
namesake novel novel by jhumpa lahiri namesake what does it mean
wikidiff namesake english wikipedia namesake noun en noun one who is
named after another or for whom another is named a person with the same
name as another a ship or a building that is named after someone or
something synonyms eponym verb en verb to name somebody after somebody
else



namesake wikipedia Mar 29 2024 when namesake refers to something or
someone who is named after something or someone else the second
recipient of a name is usually said to be the namesake of the first this
usage usually refers to humans named after other humans but current
usage also allows things to be or have namesakes
the namesake 2006 plot imdb Feb 28 2024 summaries american born gogol
the son of indian immigrants wants to fit in among his fellow new
yorkers despite his family s unwillingness to let go of their
traditional ways
nair s the namesake a life between two worlds npr Jan 27 2024 the
namesake the latest movie from filmmaker mira nair uses the immigrant
experience to explore the meaning of identity based on the best selling
novel by jhumpa lahiri the film follows a
the namesake 2006 imdb Dec 26 2023 the namesake directed by mira nair
with kal penn tabu irrfan khan jacinda barrett american born gogol the
son of indian immigrants wants to fit in among his fellow new yorkers
despite his family s unwillingness to let go of their traditional ways
the namesake movie review film summary 2006 roger ebert Nov 25 2023 the
namesake is mira nair s ninth feature and i suspect the one closest to
her heart it tells the story of a young couple who have an arranged
marriage in calcutta and move to new york where they discover each other
and their new country and have two children then the story shifts to
center on their son while keeping them in the picture
the namesake rotten tomatoes Oct 24 2023 feb 3 2020 after moving from
calcutta to new york members of the ganguli family maintain a delicate
balancing act between honoring the traditions of their native india and
blending into american
namesake noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 23 2023
definition of namesake noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary
meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes
synonyms and more
45 facts about the movie the namesake facts net Aug 22 2023 the namesake
is a poignant coming of age story this heartwarming film follows the
journey of gogol ganguli a young indian american man as he navigates the
complexities of his cultural heritage and personal identity mira nair
carefully adapted the novel into a screenplay
namesake definition meaning britannica dictionary Jul 21 2023 the
britannica dictionary namesake 1 entries found namesake noun namesake ˈ
neɪmˌseɪk noun plural namesakes britannica dictionary definition of
namesake count someone or something that has the same name as another
person or thing how much did president george h w bush influence his son
and namesake george w bush
namesake n adj meanings etymology and more oxford Jun 20 2023 ˈneɪmseɪk
naym sayk u s english ˈneɪmˌseɪk naym sayk see pronunciation where does



the word namesake come from earliest known use mid 1600s namesake is
formed within english by compounding etymons name n sake n 1 see
etymology nearby entries namely adv a1200 name mamma n 1893 name mother
n c1890 name part n 1894
namesake definition in the cambridge english dictionary May 19 2023 a
person or thing with the same name as another person or thing definition
of namesake from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge
university press examples of namesake namesake check out the slideshow
below to see the famous namesakes of 26 notorious diseases
namesake simple english wikipedia the free encyclopedia Apr 18 2023 a
namesake is a person named after another person in general a thing such
as a company place ship building or idea named after a person or thing
that first had the name
namesake noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Mar 17 2023
noun ˈneɪmseɪk a person or thing that has the same name as someone or
something else unlike his more famous namesake this richard nixon has
little interest in politics definitions on the go look up any word in
the dictionary offline anytime anywhere with the oxford advanced learner
s dictionary app
namesake definition meaning merriam webster Feb 16 2023 the meaning of
namesake is one that has the same name as another especially one who is
named after another or for whom another is named how to use namesake in
a sentence
namesake wikimili the best wikipedia reader Jan 15 2023 when namesake
refers to something or someone who is named after something or someone
else the second recipient of a name is usually said to be the namesake
of the first this usage usually refers to humans named after other
humans 3 4 but current usage also allows things to be or have namesakes
namesake disambiguation wikipedia Dec 14 2022 a namesake is a person or
thing that has the same name as another or that is named after another
namesake may also refer to the namesake short story by willa cather the
namesake children s book by c walter hodges the namesake novel novel by
jhumpa lahiri
namesake what does it mean wikidiff Nov 13 2022 namesake what does it
mean wikidiff namesake english wikipedia namesake noun en noun one who
is named after another or for whom another is named a person with the
same name as another a ship or a building that is named after someone or
something synonyms eponym verb en verb to name somebody after somebody
else
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